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M A S i t K

Abstract

The problrm of decaying states and resonances is examined 
within the framework of scattering theory in a rigged Hilbert 
space formalism. The stationary free, "in," and "out" eigen
vectors of formal scattering theory, which have a rigorous 
setting in rigged Hilbert space, are considered to be analytic 
functions of the energy eigenvalue. The value of these 
analytic functions at any point of regularity, real or com
plex, is an eigenvector with eigenvalue equal to the position 
of the point. The poles of the eigenvector families give 
origin to other eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian; the singu
larities of the "out" eigenvector family are the same as those 
of the continued S matrix, so that resonances are seen as 
eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian with eigenvalue equal to 
their location in the complex energy plane. Cauchy theorem 
then provides for expansions in terms of "complete" sets of 
eigenvectors with cczaplex eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. 
Applying such expansions to the survival amplitude of a decay
ing state, one finds that resonances give discrete contribu
tions with purely exponential time behaviour; the background 
is of course present, but explicitly separated. The resolvent 
of the Haailtonian, restricted to the nuclear space appearing 
in the rigged Hilbert space, can be continued across the 
absolutely continuous spectrum; the singularities of the con
tinuation are the same as those of the "out" eigenvectors.
The free, "in” and "out" eigenvectors with complex eigenvalues 
and those corresponding to resonances can be approximated by 
physical vectors in the Hilbert space, as plane waves can.
The need for having some further physical information in 
addition to the specification of the total Hamiltonian is 
apparent in the proposed framework. The formalism is applied 
to the Lee-Friedrichs model.
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Recently, there has been a revival of interest in the 
study of the dynamical behaviour of unstable states and reso
nances in quantum mechanics, based on technically and con
ceptually different approaches (see e.g. ref. 1 and refer
ences cited therein; for a different approach, in the con
text of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, see ref. 2). 
One of the purposes of these investigations is the study of 
the time behaviour of the survival probability of an unstable 
system, in order to compare the classical and quantum pre
dictions and reconcile their apparent contradictions. As is 
well known,1 a purely exponential decay law for the survival 
probability of an unstable system is forbidden in quantum 
mechanics within the Hamiltonian formalism, since deviations 
from exponential behaviour are necessarily bound to occur at 
short as well as at long times compared to the mean life.3 
A line of research has been developed in which unstable 
states have been considered from the point of view of the 
theory of open systems, insofar as their interaction with the 
environment (e.g. the measuring devices) is assumed to play 
a significant role in their evolution, trithin this scheme, 
one can justify the derivation of a semigroup law for the 
evolution of the density matrix representing the unstable 
state, thereby obtaining for the survival probability an ex
ponential behaviour at all times, in agreememt with the clas
sical prediction.1 This derivation is based on physical 
arguments concerning the reduction of the density matrix of 
the system due to the interaction with the environment. In 
this context, the Markovian approximation leading to a semi
group law for the density matrix and consequently to an ex
ponential decay law, may be justified by the usual argument 
based on the separation of two typical time scales for the 
system and the surroundings.4

1. Introduction and Summary
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In S matrix theory, the treatment of unstable states and 
resonances has been based on the association of such states 
to second sheet poles of the analytic continuation of the 
S-raatrix in the lower half plane across the cut determined 
by the absolutely continuous spectrum of the Hamiltonian.
In this paper we conform to this point of view as a working 
hypothesis, even though there is no logical reason for its 
general validity. For example, it is possible to construct 
models in which a resonance appears, whereas the analytically 
continued S matrix has no poles in the unphysical sheet.® 
Conversely, the Friedrichs model6 with a non-analytic poten
tial provides an example of a resonance model in which the S 
matrix is not even analytically continuable.' Resonances 
appear also as singularities of the continuation of an appro
priate family of matrix elements of the resolvent or of# i£
operators connected to the resolvent. Such treatments
apply equally well in two different classes of models in both 
of which the Hamiltonian is envisaged as a sum H ■ H° ♦ V of 
a "free" part plus an "interaction" V. For the sake of sim
plicity, consider the case of a two-body resonance. On the 
one hand, one can consider the system from the point of view 
of a typical scattering problem. Then H® is the Hamiltonian 
one would ascribe to the two particles if they were non
interacting and V represents their interaction potential which 
may give rise to peaks in the scattering cross section, which 
are interpreted as quasibound states. The mean life of these 
resonant states is given by l/rQ, if Tq denotes the full 
width at half maximum. This behaviour of the cross section 
is ascribed to the presence of a pole of the second sheet 
continuation of the S matrix at the point ZQ • Eg - i(rQ/2).

In an alternative approach, which suggests itself more 
naturally when one wishes to describe long-lived unstable 
states, one considers H° as the hypothetical Hamiltonian of 
the system plus its decay products in the absence of the
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interaction V which is responsible for the decay. In these 
models, H® has one or more eigenvalues embedded in the 
continuum. As V is switched on, the corresponding stationary 
states may become unstable and the eigenvalues are absorbed 
in the continuum. Granted suitable analyticity properties, 
the poles of the resolvent reduced to the proper eigen
states of H° move off the real ixis to points ZQ - Efl - i ( r Q/ 2 )  

into the second sheet, close to the unperturbed energies n>0 . 
There are of course physical situations in which both fea
tures of the above description appear, for example in the 
case of the scattering of electrons off He* atoms, where the 
cross section has peaks occurring at the energies of the 
autoionizing states. A simple treatment which unifies the 
two models outlined above has been proposed some time ago by 
Horvitz and Marchand,1* based on the motion of decay-scattering 
system. The problem of eigenvalues embedded in the continuum 
which may dissolve under the action of a perturbation was first 
considered by Weisskopf and Wigner1^ in connection with the 
study of the width of spectral lines. Its first mathematically 
rigorous treatment was given by Friedrichs in a particular 
model^ and subsequently developed in a general context, in con
nection with the theory of spectral concent rat ion. 12a’*>’17 
The t-nedrichs model it equivalent to the Lee model in the 
first nontrivial sector, with an unstable V-particle. The 
theory of dilation analytical potentials,10,11,1® has allowed 
to interpret resonances as isolated eigenvalues of a suitable 
non-self-adjoint analytic continuation of the Hamiltonian, 
thereby providing also a natural dense set of vectors in the 
Hilbert space (the analytic vectors of the group of dilatations) 
for which the expectation values of the resolvent can be con
tinued to the second sheet and exhibit poles exactly at the 
location of the resonances. As we shall see, a physically 
motivated selection of the matrix elements of the resolvent 
which are to be continued is of crucial importance.

4

In the analysis of the behaviour of an unstable system 
described by a normalized state vector 4 prepared at the time 
t • 0, the main object of study is the survival amplitude

A(t) » ($,exp(-iHtH), t > 0, (1.1)
where H is the total Hamiltonian of the system. In two pre
ceding papers,20,21 we have carried out a detailed study of 
the structure of (1.1) in a simple analytic resonance model. 
Assuming the existence at the point zfl * EQ - i ( r Q/2 )  of a 
simple pole of the second sheet continuation in the lower 
right quadrant of the matrix element (4,R(z)$) of the resol
vent (H - z)’1 and deforming the integration contour, one ex
presses the survival amplitude as a sum of two contributions:

A(t) - A„(t) ♦ Ar(t) . (1.2)
They have respectively the following forms:

V O  ■ b0exp(-iE0t)exp[-i(r0/2)t] (1.3)
and

Aj.(t) * /rexp(-izt)b(z)dz . (1.4)
The purely exponential term (1.3) arises from the residue 
of the S matrix at the pole zQ and, if the resonance is suf
ficiently narrow, it dominates the survival amplitude over a 
long range of intermediate times < t < T2 » with Tj and 
being respectively very short and very long as compared to 
the mean life l/rQ of the unstable state. On the other hand, 
the background integral (1.3), which is performed along a 
complex contour r running below the location of the pole, 
is responsible for the deviations of the decay law from the 
pure exponential at short (t < Tj) and long (t > Tj) times 
(estimates of the time parameters Tj and r2 have been calcu
lated in various models: see refs. 3a, 20 and 1, and refer
ences quoted therein). In the special case of the Friedrichs 
model,6 using a procedure of analytic continuation which
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formally corresponds to a deformation of the spectrum of the 
Hamiltonian in the complex plane, we have shown in ref. 21 
that the representations (1.2)-(1.4) of the survival ampli
tude can be interpreted in a formal way as an expansion of 
the unstable state over a "complete set" of generalized 
eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian, which corresponds to a 
continuum of complex eigenvalues z along the contour r plus 
a "discrete” and likewise complex eigenvalue zQ at which the 
second sheet continuation of the S matrix exhibits a pole.
In this way, it is natural to associate the unstable particle 
to the pole Zg « Eg - i(rg/2), with mass Eg and width Tg, and 
ascribe to it the corresponding generalized eigenvector 
F(Zg) of the Hamiltonian. It is the purpose of this paper 
to give a rigorous mathematical foundation to this interpreta
tion in terms of complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
Hamiltonian in the framework of the theory of self-adjoint

22-25operators in rigged Hilbert spaces. We do this in a
way which provides an immediate technique for the analytic 
continuation of the resolvent across the absolutely con
tinuous spectrum, so that we are able to associate to each 
other isolated singularities of the continued resolvent,
"pure exponential” contributions to the survival amplitude 
of decaying states and complex eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian 
H which are characterized by the fact that they are isolated 
singularities of analytic families of eigenvectors of H. In 
order to get rid of the arbitrariness in the location of such 
singularities, we tie our formalism to S matrix theory, thus 
providing also a "deformalizatio.i" of the formal theory of 
scattering.

Even though physicists have liked to think intuitively 
of resonances as states associated to "complex eigenvalues" 
of the Hamiltonian, it was not until Grossman's paper ap- £
peared that such an idea was given rigorous ground. Later, 
Baumgartel showed explicitly now, within the rigged Hilbert 
space formalism, one can associate resonances to eigenvectors of
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the Hamiltonian, with complex eigenvalues, for a large class 
of pertur b a t i o n s . O u r  approach is close to his. The main 
difference is that this author is not interested in the solu
tion of the eigenvalue equation outside the position of the 
resonances, whereas in our approach such solutions are of 
relevant importance.

The general framework is laid down in Section 2. There, 
we show that by extending a self-ndjoint operator A to 
the dual of a suitable nuclear space, it is possible to 
associate to A various "complete sets" of generalized eigen
vectors corresponding to complex eigenvalues. Even if the 
spectrum of A is absolutely continuous, these complete sets 
will in genera] contain both a "continuum" as well as a "dis
crete" contribution, the latter arising from singularities of 
the inalytic family of eigenvectors.

In Section S, we apply this formalism to nonrelativistic 
scattering theory. We consider a Hamiltonian of the form 
H ■ H® ♦ V on a Hilbert space H and a suitable nuclear space
♦ densely and continuously embedded into H. We assume ♦ to 
be in the domain of H° and H and that both H® and H map * into 
itself continuously. Then, under suitable assumptions re
garding the analyticity properties of the eigenvectors of the 
absolutely continuous parts of the operators H° and H ex
tended to the dual space we show that the second sheet 
singularities, in the lower half plane, of the S matrix and 
of the resolvent of H, as a continuous operator from * to 

are the same as the singularities of the second sheet 
continuation of the stationary scattering states. Whenever 
these singularities are poles zQ , which can be interpreted 
as resonances of the system, certain coefficients of the 
Laurent expansion of the eigenvectors of H about Zg are 
themselves eigenvectors (and possibly associated vectors) of 
H with Zg as eigenvalue. They form the "discrete” part of 
a suitable complete set of eigenvectors of the restriction of
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H to its subspacc of absolute continuity, with complex 
eigenvalues. These "discrete" eigenvectors are the station
ary states of H which are responsible for the leading ex
ponential decay of the resonant wave packet. Therefore, they 
can be interpreted as describing the decaying state, much 
in the same way as the stationary scattering states can be 
viewed as representing an incoming or outgoing particle in 
the idealized limiting situation of a well defined value of 
the magnitude of the momentum.

In Section 4 we implement the above theory in the 
example of the Friedrichs model* with a suitable analytic 
potential function, by providing explicitly a nuclear space 
4 which fits all the required purposes. We show in another 
paper*6 that the same formalism goes through for the class 
of degenerate potentials, which have applications in nuclear 
physics. The theory can also be applied to other interesting 
models.^

Section S is dedicated to some concluding remarks and 
particularly, to the physical consequences of the choice of the 
rigged Hilbert space.

A short summary of our results is contained in ref. 28.
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2. Analytic Families of Eigenvectors of Self-Adjoint Operators
In this section we deal with the topic of complex eigen

values for self-adjoint operators in rigged Hilbert spaces.
We show that under certain conditions the completeness ex
pansion in t'.-rms of generalized eivenvectors of a self- 
adjoint operator may be rewritten in terms of eigenvectors 
relative to complex eigenvalues. This will be the starting 
point for our treatment of resonances and/or unstable states. 
Concerning rigged Hilbert spaces (or Gel’fand triples) and2Qgeneralized eigenvectors see e.g. refs. 22-25. In order 
to implement our formalism, we need to recall and reformulate 
a few concepts relative to these topics.

Let H be a separable Hilbert space with inner product 
(h,k), linear in k and let J:h -*■ If be an antilinear unitary 
involution (conjugation) on H. A bilinear form is defined 
on H by

<h|k> (K,k) . (2.1)
All nuclear spaces we consider in this paper are barreled 
and complete,30 a fact we shall henceforth assume without 
further specifications. Let t be a nuclear space continuously 
and densely embedded into H via the linear map I. We assume 
i to be invariant under J, and J to be continuous w.r.t. the 
topology of *. We denote by 4 ’ the (topological) dual of 4 
endowed with the weak topology, and if 4 e  * and F G 4 ’ we 
write <FU> or <4|F> for the image of $ under F. H is con
tinuously, densely and linearly embedded into 4' by the map 
I' defined by:

<T'h|♦> -: <h|I*> - (IT,14) . (2.2)

Therefore, we have a rigged Hilbert space 4 C H C  where 
both embeddings 1 and I' are linear. As J maps 4 onto itself 
continuously, we can extend its action to the whole of 4* by 
J : F ■* F, where
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<F|*> <F|fr> V4> e  * . (2.3)
The bar over complex numbers denotes ordinary complex conjuga
tion. The above formula actually defines the extension of J, 
because I Tv - T*h. J is an antilinear continuous involution 
on .

Next, let A be a densely defined linear operator in H 
with domain D(A) and adjoint A*, such that D(A) D *,
D(A*) o  *, A* C  *, A** C  *, and both A and A* are continuous 
w.r.t. the topology of ♦. The transpose A' of A is defined 
on •' by:

<A’F|i|/> <F|A*> V * e  », VF €  ♦' . (2.4)
When H ■ Cn , A' is actually represented by the transpose of 
the matrix A, when J is the componentwise complex conjugation. 

The extension A of A is defined on *' according to:
<AF| ♦> <F|A*$> V $ e  *, VF e  * • . (2.5)

This definition is justified by noting that Al'h » I'Ah,
Vh G  D(A). It has to be remarked that, if A is symmetric
and h e  D(A*), then A l ’h - T’A*h. Indeed, Vh e  D(A*) and__

e  *, the following identities hold: <AJ'h|f> » < I * h | A*̂ "-* » 
<r’h|Af> - (K,A*) - (Ai'.h) - (f,A*h) - (S*fiT,*) » <i’A*h|*>. 
Therefore, if A is symmetric, it follows that A* » A and, 
similarly, A*’ ■ A ’.

Definition 2.1. Let H and • be as above and A be an operator 
in « satisfying the assumptions following (2.3). We say that 
the complex number X (respectively, u) is a right (respectively, 
left) eigenvalue of A corresponding to the right (respectively, 
left) eigenvector F(X)e (respectively, G(u) e  *•) if 
AF(*) * *F(A) (respectively, A'G(u) - wG(p)).

This definition is justified by the usual convention regarding 
matrix multiplication in the finite-dimensional case. The
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relation between right and left eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
is given by the following.

Proposition 2.1. Let X be a right (respectively, left) eigen
value of A corresponding to the right (respectively, left) 
eigenvector F(X). Then F(A) is a left (respectively, right) 
eigenvector of A* with corresponding left (respectively, right) 
eigenvalue X. The same statement holds with A and A* inter
changed.

Proof. Suppose that <F(X)|A*$> • X<F(X)|$> for all ♦ €  ♦.
Then, <A*’F(X)|*> « <F(X)|A**> ■ <F(A) • X<F(X)|*> -
X<F(X)|$>. The remaining statements are proved analogously.

Corollary. Let A be as above and symmetric. If * is a right
(left) eifc?nvalue corresponding to the right (left) eigen
vector F(X), then F(X) is a left (right) eigenvector with 
corresponding left (right) eigenvalue X,

Next, we recall the definition of *'-valued analytic func
tions22,30 and draw a few easy consequences from it.

Definition 2.2. A function F(X) delined in a region tlCC 
and with values in *' is said to be analytic in SI if, for 
any given 4> ♦, the ordinary function of X, <F(X)|$>, is 
analytic in fi.

The following proposition follows immediately from the defini
tion and from the principle of identity of analytic functions.

Proposition 2.2. Let F(X) be a function with values in ♦*, 
analytic in the region ft. Let i G  N+, be a sequence of 
points in ft with proper accumulation point within ft. Assume 
that V^, is a left (right) eigenvalue of an operator A as
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above, corresponding to the left (right) eigenvector F(X.). 
Then VX € n, X is a left (right) eigenvalue of A corresponding 
to the left (right) eigenvector F(X).

To nake life simpler later on, we shall say that a func
tion F(X) with values in analytic in a region ft, is a 
family of right (left) eigenvectors of the operator A, 
analytic in fl, whenever for any X e a, F(X) is a right (left) 
eigenvector of A with X as right (left) eigenvalue.

From definition 2.1, proposition (2.1) anl well Vnovn 
facta about analytic functions, it follows:

Proposition 2.5. Let A, ♦, H be as above, and such that 
there exists a family F(X) of right (left) eigenvectors, 
analytic in some region r. Then, the family G(X) - F(X) is 
analytic in ff, the complex conjugate of (2, and Is a family of 
left (right) eigenvectors for A*, each G(;i) with corresponding 
eigenvalue X.

Of particular relevance to us are the isolated singulari
ties of analytic functions with values in To this purpose 
we recall the following.

Definition 2.3.22*3^ We say that X^ is an isolated singularity 
for the function F(X), F(X) 6 •*, if 3p > 0 such that, for 
any giien ♦ 6  ♦ , the function <F(X)|+> is analytic in the 
annulus 0<)X-A0 l<p, and it is singular at XQ for some * e  #. 
Claaaification of singularities is obvious.

When C is a simple closed rectifiable postively oriented curve 
(scroc) inside the region il of analyticity of the function 
F(z) and Xg C, the integral dz, n an integer,

defines, in the weak tense, a vector in because of our

assumptions on ♦.30 Therefore, if A0 is an isolated singu
larity for the function F(z), analytic in the annulus
0 < |X -XQ | < p, from the ordinary Laurent expansion

4-oo

<$|F(X)|> = I Cn ($)(X-Xg)n , $ €  *, one has that each C (♦) n= -®
is given by <4>|C > with Cn G and that:22,30

F(X) - *1 Cn (X-XQ)n , (2.6)
n* *®
i ,

" '  ^  JC a - x 0)"*> 41 (2-”

whenever C is a scroc encircling X. and inside the given
TOannulus. The series is weakly convergent. When F(X) 

is a family of left or right eigenvectors for an operator 
A as above, one expects the coefficients of the Laurent ex
pansion about the isolated singularity XQ to have properties 
similar to those of the coefficients of the expansion of the 
resolvent about its singularities. Indeed, we have31

Proposition 2.4. Let H, #, A be as above, and let F(X) be 
a family of right (left) eigenvectors for A. Assume F(X) is 
analytic in some region ft and let Xg be an isolated singu
larity. Then, the coefficients of the Laurent expansion (2.6) 
of F(X) about Xg satisfy the equations

K  “ X0Cn + cn-l <2-8>or
A 'Cn ■ V n  + Cn-1 

according to whether the eigenvectors F(X) are right or left.

Proof. The operators A and A ’ are continuous on ** w.r.t. the 
weak topology. Then, from (2.7) we have
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so-that, if the F(X) are right eigenvectors, 

(2.9) is proved analogously.

Remark . When Cn  ̂ * 0, it follows that Cn is a right (left) 
eigenvector and X0 an eigenvalue. This happens in particular
for the first nontrivial coefficient, when Xn is either regular

31or a pole for the family F(A). In general, we state:

Definition 2.4. Let H, ♦, A be as above and let Cn , n integer, 
be a sequence in ♦ ' such that (2.8) or, respectively, (2.9) 
holds for every n and for some ij e  C. Then, if Cn and 
Cn _j are nonzero, we say that Cn is a right (respectively, 
left) associated vector of A.

Remark. Let Cn , n integer, be a sequence in as in the pre
ceding definition and assume that the series F(X) - 

00

I Ca (A-X0)n is weakly convergent in an annulus (2 > 
n* *•
{A|0<|X~A0|<p}. Then, according to whether (2.8) or (2.9) 
holds for all n, F(X) is an analytic family in S of right or 
left eigenvectors of A.

22 2%The Gel'fand-Maurin theorem ’ can be reformulated
in terms of left and right eigenvectors. This requires the
existence of a suitable conjugation, a fact which we shall

32assume once for all in the following.
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Theorem 2.1 (Gel'fand-Maurin). Let H be a complex separable 
Hilbert space, A a self-adjoint operator on H with domain 
D(A) and let F be the generalized Fourier transform isso- 
ciated to the direct integral decomposition of H w.r.t.
A (o(A) denotes the spectrum of A):

F : H - fi « / H(X)du(X) , (2.10) 
®o(A)

F : h * hA(X) , hx(X) e  W(X) , i - 1 dim W(A) ,
------ ----------------------- (2>11)

(h1(X),k1(X))x - Eh 1(X)ki(X) , (2.12)
i

fF(Ah)]1(A) - Xh£(X) if h 6  D(A) . (2.13)
Then there exists a (not necessarily unique) nuclear space
* C D(A), densely and continuously embedded in H, which is 
mapped by A continuously into itself and such that F can be 
implemented by a system of left eigenvectors Gl(A) of A in ♦' 
in such a way that

<Gi(A) | 4» - [F(ip) J i (X) (2.14)
for all $ £  * and u - a.e. Since F is unitary, this system 
is complete: _________

{*,*) - / dp(A) r <Gi(A)|l)»<G1(X)|K<> v*,*e * .
a(A) 1 (2.IS)

The vectors FX(A) are right eigenvectors and the completeness 
relation (2.IS) can be rewritten in the equivalent form:

<<t>|*> ■ / du(A) £ <$ | F1 (A) x G 1 (X) |i|i> V*,i|)S 4 .
° fA) 1 (2.16)

Remarks. i) Let P denote the orthogonal projection of W onto 
Hac. the subspace of absolute continuity of A, and let E(X) 
be the spectral family of A. Since [P,E(X)] - 0, one can 
always choose the nuclear space * of the theorem in such a 
way that P maps * into itself and is continuous w.r.t. the 
topology of ♦.
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ii) Given a nuclear space t densely and continuously 
embedded in H, which is mapped into itself continuously by 
a self-adjoint operator A, in general there might be solutions 
to the eigenvalue equation A'C(A) * AG(A) in #' which corre
spond (a) to eigenvalues not in a(A) and (b) to eigenvalues 
in o(A) whose corresponding eigenvectors play no role in the 
above theorem (a simple example of (a) is provided by H * 
1<2(*), A » -id/dx, * the space of infinitely differen
tiable functions with compact support).

For our purposes, we need a sufficient condition which ensures 
that given H, A, * as in the rwnark above, there are solutions 
in ♦' to the (left) eigenvalue problem for A yielding eigen
values in o(A) with corresponding eigenvectors which implement 
the generalized Fourie. transfcvm as in theorem 2.1. An 
answer suited to our needs is provided by the following.

Proposition 2.5. Let K be a cwtplex separable Hilbert space,
* a nuclear space densely and continuamly embedded into H, 
and A a linear operator in H vrth domain * and essentially 
self-adjoint, mapping * into itself caatinuously. Let G(A) 
be a function on some closed set A C • with values in 
let |i be i finite regular Borel measure concentrated on A and 
assume that the following relations hold:
a) A'G(A) - AG(A) u - a.e. ,

b) (♦,*) • / <G(\)|*><G(A)|i|»dn(A) V4>,*e* .
A

Let F : * •* L2(A,u) be the operator which associates to 
» e  * the function ♦(*) e  LZ (A,u) by the rule: $(A) «
<G(A)|4> y-a.e. and assume that
c) ?(♦) is dense in L2(A,y).
Then h is the spectrum of A, and the extension of F to M, 
the nuclear space * and the family G(A) are a possible choice
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for the implementation of the generalized Fourier transform, 
nuclear space and left eigenvectors of theorem 2.1.

Proof. It follows from b) that F is an isometry of *, 
endowed with the norm inherited from W, into L2(A,u). As $ is 
dense in tf, F can be extended to an isometry F defined on 
the whole of H and F is unitary by c). The operator Q *
FAF"1 in lz(A,y) with dense domain F(*) is essentially self- 
adjoint and acts as a multiplication operator, because of a). 
The operator of multiplication by A in L‘(A,vO with domain 
D - {h(A)|/AA2 |h(A)|2dv(A)<«} 3 F(4>) is self-adjoint and an 
extension of Q, so it coincides with the closure Qc of Q.
It follows that A is the spectrum of Q and hence of A. Then 
the statement of the proposition follows from the fact that 
Qc is already given in its spectral form.

Remarks. i) In specific instances, it might be more con
venient to verify condition b) with a nonfinite o-finite 
regular Borel measure. However, this is equiv nt to some 
finite regular Borel measure v so that, performing the 
substitutions m -» v and G(A) * /dp/dv G(A), we recover b) as 
stated in the proposition, ii) F<n simplicity, we have con
fined ourselves to the case of simple spectrum, the exten
sion to the general case being straightforward, ill) Having 
assumed the existence of a conjugation h ♦ !» on H mapping * 
onto itself continuously nnd introducing the right eigenvec
tors F(A) - £(A), we can replace b) with
b>) <*|<» - /A<*|F(A)><G(A)|¥>diitt) V*.*€ « .
iv) The functional calculus holds, so that if f €  L°°(A,u) and 
<p e  * we have

[F(f(A)4>)](A) - f (A)<G(A) |♦> » - a.e. (2.17)
or, formally, <G(A)|f(A)$> « f(A)<G(A)|$> even though f(A)* 
may not belong to *.
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Now we turn to the expansions in terms of generalized 
eigenvectors corresponding to complex eigenvalues. In this 
and the next section, conditions allowing such expansions 
will be assumed. Section 4 deals with an explicit example 
where they are satisfied. Let A, *, y, F(X), G(A) be a 
self-adjoint operator, a nuclear space, a regular Borel 
measure and right and left eigenvectors, respectively, such 
as to implement theorem 2.1. We assume that the absolutely 
continuous spectrum 0ac(A) = A of A is not empty and denite 
by P the orthogonal projection of H onto Hgc, the subspace 
of absolute continuity of A. We suppose that P maps ♦ into 
itself continuously so that, because P reduces A, we can 
assume that the family G(A) of left eigenvectors is composed 
of two subfamilies Gac£A) and GgfX) such that P•Gac tX) »
GgcC*) ®n<* (1-P’)GS(A) ■ GS(A) (an analogous decomposition 
holds for the family of right eigenvectors). Unless other
wise stated, from now on we shall consider the restriction of 
A to H#c and thereby confine our considerations to the families 
® a c ^  an<* Fa c ^ ’ dropping t*1® subscript. Then, in particu
lar, du(A) • h(A)dA, where dA denotes the Lebesgue measure.
Now assume that the function h(A) is the restriction to A of 
a function h(z) analytic in a region D A and that the 
faaily G(A) is the restriction to A of a family G(z), analytic 
in a region flj, with flj ^ A an infinite set with a proper 
accumulation point in fi2. Then, F(A) is the restriction 
to A of the family F(z), analytic in For the sake of
simplicity, we suppose that the spectrum of A is simple. Let 
Aq be a subset of A and Aj a curve such that Ag u Aj is a 
scroc and Aq U Aj C O O (the superscript c denot
ing closure). Moreover, assume that G(z) is continuous on 
Aq U Aj. Set r ■ (A\A0) U Aj (see fig. 1). Then, if
♦ ,i|> € P*, from

<4>|,|i> « /A<4>|F(X)><G(X) )D<>h{A)dA
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we obtain,
<<f|i|i> - fT<<t |F(z)><G(z) |^>h(z)dz

+ R(A;<t>,i|i;h) , (2.18)
where R(A;<t>,0;h) is the contribution arising from the pos
sible singularities Sj, Sj,--- of the integrand in Int(Ag O Aj), 
the interior of the region bounded by Aq u Aj. Since A con
tains at least an accumulation point, it follows from the 
corollary to proposition 2.1 and from propositions 2.2 and
2.3 that the F(z) and G(z) appearing in the integrand at 
the r.h.s. of (2.18) are respectively right and left eigen
vectors of A with complex eigenvalue z. In particular, if 
the only singularities of F(z), G(z) and h(z) in Int(Ajj U Aj) 
are isolated , say ẑ  * 0,1,2,..,, we have R(A;$,i|i;h) ■
-2iri £ Res(z.), where Res(z{) is the residue of 1 1 *<♦ | F(z) ><G(z) | i>>h(z) at z * Zj. This is evaluated in terms
of the coefficients of the Laurent expansions of <$|F(z)>
and <G(z)U>, that is to say of F(z) and G(z), and of h(z)
about ẑ . Therefore, it follows from proposition 2.4 that

R(A;*,i|>;h) » -2ni E E !Mj (i£)><Lj (ẑ ) |i|)>aj (ẑ ) , (2.19)

where Mj(zi) and ^(z^) are right and left eigenvectors and 
associated vectors of A with corresponding eigenvalues ẑ , 
and a^(z^) are complex coefficients. If f is a function 
analytic in 8j 3 A and bounded on A, in analogy to (2.18) one 
has

<*|f(A)(|i> » /j-f (z)<$ | F(z)><G(z) |ty>h(z)dz

+ R(A;*,^;f;h) V*,K.eP* . (2.20)
Here, the second term at the r.h.s. contains also the contribu
tion of the possible singularities of f. The extension to the 
case when the path r is unbounded is trivial, provided there 
are no contributions to the integrals at infinity.
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Formulas (2.18)-(2.20) provide, for self-adjoint opera
tors, expansions in terms of "complete sets" of generalized 
eigenvectors and associated vectors corresponding to complex 
eigenvalues. We see that, even though we have restricted 
our considerations to the subspace of absolute continuity 
of the operator, there are in general "discrete" eigenvectors 
and possibly associated vectors (see (2.19)) 
which contribute to the "complex completeness," which arise 
from the contributions of the isolated singularities in 
Int(AgU Aj). We have heie, for a self-adjoint operator, 
a sort of infinite dimensional analogue of the Jordan canoni
cal form for nonself-adjoint matrices: whereas the canonical 
form of a self-adjoint matrix is diagonal, the extension of 
a self-adjoint operator to a rigged Hilbert space may allow 
for the appearance of "complete sets" formed by eigenvectors 
and associated vectors, so that, in addition to the diagonal 
canonical form, there are also "canonical” triangular forms.

As an example of application of formula (2.20), which 
is relevant to the. quantum decay problem, let f(A) - exp(-iAt) 
and let F(z) and h(z) be holomorphic and G(z) have a first- 
order pole at a point z ■ ig c Int(AgU Aj). Then,

<$|exp(-iAt)<|t> ■ /r«xp(-itt)<$| F(z)><6(i) |<|i>h(z)di

-2iri exp(-iZgt)<^|F(Zg)><C.1 (Zg) |^>h(z0>

V*,*ep*, (2.21) 
where (compare (2.7) and proposition 2.4)

c-l(*0} “ 37T / (2-22>
is a left eigenvector of A with corresponding eigenvalue zQ.

Another important instance of application of (2.20) is 
provided by the choice of f(A) * (A-5)*1 = R(C;A). Xn this 
case, if £ does not belong to A neither to the closure of
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Int(Ag U Aj) we have33

<♦ | R(C;A)^> - JJ. <*|F(z)><G(z) |*>h(z)dz

♦ R(A;*,*;-4-f;1'). VK»e P* and V* €  * .
(2 .2 3 )

The r.h.s. of (2.23) is well defined also when i 6 Ag U 
Int(Ag u Aj) and defines a function in the plane cut along 
r, analytic everywhere except at the singularities of 
R(A;$,<|i;j-7-jr;h). This shows that the (bilinear) matrix 
elements of the resolvent between '.'actors (i e  P* and ♦ £ * 
can be continued analytically as functions of £, across Ag 
into Int(Ag U Aj) and exhibit therein the same singularities 
that F(z), G(z) and h(z) do. When 5 is in the region 
Ag U Int(Ag U Aj), the expression (2.23) can be put in a more 
transparent form, which shows explicitly that the resolvent 
itself can be continued analytically as an operator in 
£(P*,*')f the space of continuous linear operators from P» 
into Indeed, let ♦ €  P<&, $ €  * and consider the matrix
element

<*|R(C;A)i|» - /a X4x  <*|F(A)><G(A)|*>h(A)dX . (2.24)

Due to our assumptions on the analyticity properties of the
integrand, the limits lim<$|R(x ♦ in;A)iji> exist for all 

n+0 ~
* e P*, e * and for all x in the interior of Ag. Then, 
since Pt is barreled, the principle of uniform boundedness3** 
ensures the existence of the limits R(x + iO;A) as operators 
in l(Pt,»') and the application of Pleaelj formulas gives

R(x ♦ iO) - R(x - iO) ♦ 2iri|F(x)><G(x)|h(x) .
(2.25)

Therefore, as an operator in t(P*,*'), the resolvent can be 
continued across Ag into its second Riemann sheet as

Rn (C;A) - R(C;A) + 2iri|F(?)xG(C) |h(5) . (2.26)
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Furthermore, the singularities of the continued resolvent are 
those of F(C), G(C) and h(£). Formula (2.26) is also valid 
when R(5;A) is regarded as an operator in the whole of ♦ and 
not just in P*, because F(X) and G(X) are eigenvectors of P 
and P', respectively, with eigenvalue 1. In this case, (2.26) 
yields a continuation of the resolvent, as operator in 
L(*,*'), across Ap\iJs(A) into Int(AQ U Aj) (og(A) denoting 
the singular spectrum of A), and having the sane singularities 
as above. Explicitly, we write this continuation as

Rn (S;A) - R(£;A) + 2iri| Fac(e)><Gac«) |h(« , (2.27)
where, in order to stress that we are concerned with the con
tinued resolvent as an operator in the whole of t, subscripts 
have been resumed. It goes without saying that the continua
tion (2.27) is possible provided that the interior of Aq\os(A) 
is not empty.

In conclusion, in the framework above one is able to 
associate to each other: 1) singularities of analytic 
families of eigenvectors of a self-adjoint operator; 2) eigen
vectors and associated vectors with corresponding eigenvalues 
at the locations of the singularities; 3) discrete contribu
tions to expansions in terms of "complete sets" of eigen
vectors corresponding to complex eigenvalues and 4) singulari
ties of the continued resolvent.
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3. AMSvtlcity of the S Matrix and of Eigenvector Families
............

Tt» analytic structure of the eigenvector families of a 
self-adjoint operator depends on the choice of the nuclear 
space • (for more comments on this topic, see sec. S). This 
implies that, if one wants to associate the resonances of a 
given physical problem with the poles of the resolvent and of 
the eigenvector families of the Hamiltonian, and with dis
crete exponential contributions to survival amplitudes, one 
must choose * in a proper way. An inappropriate choice of
* may indeed cancel the physical resonances and/or introduce 
spurious ones. In this section, to overcome this difficulty, 
we tie our formalism to the S matrix. We assume that reso
nances are associated to second sheet poles of the S matrix, 
in the lower half-plane. Poles of the eigenvector families 
and of the resolvent of the Hamiltonian, and discrete exponen
tial contributions will be located exactly at such points.

Suppose that we are given two self-adjoint operators H 
and H on a Hilbert space H, which we may think of as the free 
and interacting Hamiltonians of a quantum system, say a free 
particle and the same particle interacting with a potential.
We denote by P° and P the orthogonal projections onto the 
subspaces H®c and of absolute continuity of and H, 
respectively. -We assume the fulfillment of conditions17 which 
ensure the existence and completeness of the MjSller wave 
operators, i.e. the strong operator limits

W+ • s-lim eitH e’itH°P° , (3.1)
~ t -* +<o

as partial isometries with initial space #ac and final space 
Hac. Then the following relations hold

i) w;w+ - p° , w+w; - p ,

ii) PE(X)W+ ■ E(X)W+ ■ W+E°(X) - W+E°(X)P° , (3.2)

iii) e'iHtW+ - W+e'iHOt ,
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where E°(X) and E(X) are the spectral families associated to 
H® and H, respectively. The scattering operator S is defined 
a*

S - W?W+ . (3.3)
Let F° be the generalized Fourier Transform associated 

to the direct integral decomposition of H w.r.t. H°:

F° : H - H° ■ H? © / «(X)dp(X) , (3.4)
s »A

where A = o..(H°) and where H® is the transform of the singu-
0lar subspace of H , which will be of no interest to us in the 

following. There are two choices for the generalized Fourier 
transform associated to H, which are relevant to scattering 
theory and which we denote by and F ^  , respectively.
They are chosen in some definite way and equal to each other 
on the singular subspace H of H, whereas on H they satisfy9 AC

F(t)p . f (j. 5)
so that

: H * - H ®  / H(X)dp(X) . (3.6)
•A

The physical meaning of and F ^  is well known:3* 
it follows from (3.S) and (3.2) iii) that the restrictions of 
F ^  and F^'^ to Hac correspond respectively to the incoming 
and outgoing state expansions of the formal theory of scatter
ing. In particular, there is a function X ■* S(X) - (S^(X)} 
defined w - a.e. on A i ° a c ^  an<* with a unitary operator
in W(A), such that

N( A)
tF('\ph)]i(X) - t S1i(A)[F(*)(Ph)]j(X) V h € « ,  (3.7)

J-l
where N(X) * dim H(X). S*^(X) is the usual expression of the 
S matrix in the H° representation. Indeed, let ♦,* e «ac and 
set » W*D» ((i) and (f) stand respectively for
initial and final). Then from (3.3), (3.7) and (3.5) one has
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(<D(f),S*(i)) » (♦,#) - J dp(X) E [Ft‘}(*)]i(X)[F(')(«]i(X)

* L  dy(X) E fFl ' :,( * ) ] 1 (X )Si j (X )[ F ( + ) (* )]J (X )

A i.)____________
- /A du(X) E [F°(,(.: f ) ) ] i (X )Si;i(X )[F0 ( * ( i ) ) ] j (A) .

1,3 (3.8)
For our purposes we must now assume that a single nuclear 

space ♦ exists such that F®, F ^  and F ^  are implemented 
via theorem 2.1, with P® and P mapping * into itself contin
uously. We denote by G®, F®, Gg, Fg (omitting for simplicity 
the eigenvalue and degeneracy labels) the corresponding eigen
vectors which pertain to the singular spectra of and H (they 
satisfy respectively the conditions P°F® » P° G® » 0 and 
PFS - P’GS = 0), and by G0i(X), F0l(X), G(-)l(X), F(i)i(X) 
the eigenvectors relative to the absolutely continuous spec
trum. According to the commonly employed terminology in 
scattering theory, we refer to the G01(X), F0i(X) as "free" 
eigenvectors »*id to the G^-^(A), F ^ i(X) as "incoming" and 
"outgoing" eigenvectors (stationary scattering states), re
spectively. In practice, * will be constructed in general as 
a space of wave functions in the H°-representation which have 
suitable "smoothness" properties, in such a way that the im
plementation of F° is immediate. Then one is confronted with 
the problem of finding "in" and "out" eigenfunctions of H in 
*’ which implement F̂ *̂  and F ^ .  To this purpose, one could 
for instance verify that such eigenfunctions meet the condi
tions of proposition 2.5. The following proposition shows 
that checking these conditions for either a set of "in" or of 
"out" eigenfunctions is sufficient (obviously, whenever it is 
appropriate, the assertions in the statement and proof of the 
proposition must be understood as valid u - a.e.).

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that a nuclear space t exists such 
that a) P maps 4 into itself continuously and b) there
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exists in *' a set of left eigenvectors of H and P, 
and G^*(A) which implements via proposition 2.S. Then
there exists in *’ another family of left eigenvectors of P 
and H, Gg ^  (A) and G*" ^*(A), defined on a(H), which imple
ments ft'K One has

i) G^'^A) - £ ̂ S^fAJG^CA) , ii) G^'^(A) - G**)l(A) , j«l s s
(3.9)

where (S1̂ *)} is the unitary matrix appearing in (3.7).

Proof. That we must set G^'^*’(A) » g5+^*(A) is a consequence 
C ” ̂ 1of the definition of Fl 1 and Fl If ♦ 6 ♦ we have from

(3.7)

[N(/ }|<P'G(+)i(A)U>|2]1/2 - ||fO(P*)(A)|x ,

[F(')(P*)]i(X) - N(r )Sij(A)<G(+)i(A)|P*> . (3.10) 
j*1

By a) we can write E Si;* (A)<G(+) J (A) | P<|» » T. S1  ̂(A)<P'G(+^  (\) | . 
i )

By construction,

■"(»). 
j*

where 1*1^ denotes the norm in H(A). Therefore, by Schwarz 
inequality,

N(X). ii (+H . . rN(^ ii ,-|l/ZrN(A) ....
t |S1J(A)<P'Gt+)J(A)U>| < £ |S (A) | I I )<P»GC ^J (A) I «J> > |

j-i "Lj-i J Lj-i

- lt{F(+)(P<>)j(A)>llA 
NW  ii f*Uso that the series E S J(A)<P'Gl J,(A)|*> is absolutely con-

vergent V$ 6 ♦. Then, weak completeness of #' ensures that

E S ^  (A)P'G^+^  (A) converges to an element G ^ ' i ’ ) of As
j*l
P'G^^(A) ■ G^+^(A) by construction, we also have G^*(A)
- P,G(*)i(A) and
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<G(_)i(A) |H<t>> ■ N IX)Si^(A)<G( + ):i(A)|H*>
J-l

- A<G( ' ^ i (X)|*> , V* G * ,

so that G^'^i(A) is a family of left eigenvectors of H.
Writing the spectral measure as a sum of its singular plus 
its absolutely continuous part, u « ♦ u._ we have,

S  HS>

V* ,ij/ 6 ♦

‘ K  (H) I \(1-P)*><G^*n (A) I (l-P)K->dus(A)

+ /A E <G(+) (A)|P*><G(+U(\)|P4»dvac(X)

- / E <g£“■*(A) | (1-P)0><g (‘)4(A) | (1 -P)i((>dy (A)
<is(H)t_*________ S *

♦/A E (S'1(A))î <G[’̂ (A)|P*>(S‘1(A))ik<G(*)k(A)|P^>dPac(A) 
i * j

* J E <G^)ll(A)|(l-P)*><G^)ll(A)|(l.P)D/>du (A)
os(H) I s s s

♦ /A Z <G'‘̂ (A)|P«><G(‘);i(A)|P*>dwac(A)

so that the family of left eigenvectors (3.9) satisfies b) of 
proposition (2.5). Moreover, let h(A) e l>̂ (A,uac) be such that

/A Eh(A)i <G(')i(A) |P4»duac(A) » 0, V<)> 6 *. Then,

/ E S1  ̂(A)h(X)1 <G^+^(X)|P$>dw (A) - 0. By hypothesis, this
A i j ______ 8C
implies ES1^(A)h(A)i « 0 or h(\) ■ 0. Hence (3.9) also satis- 

j
fies condition c) of proposition (2.5) where, by (3.10),
F ■
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Remark. i) It is not assumed and in general it is not true 
that W+P°* C P* nor that SP°* C p®*. However, on the basis of 
formulas (2.4), (2.S) and (3.S) we can still define the trans
pose Ŵ  and the extension of W+ restricted respectively

to the linear span of the G^-^i(X) and of the F°^(X) accord
ing to

W;G(-}i(X) - G0i(X) (3.11)
and ~

W4F0J(X) - F(i)j(X) . (5.12)

ii) It is perhaps worthwhile to recall that in actual problems 
one works with some explicit representation of the spaces and 
operators treated here. For example, in the commonly used 
F representation, in which the noninteracting Hamiltonian is 
diagonal, vectors in H (respectively, ♦) are represented by 
functions [F°(h)]i(X) in H • F°(H) (respectively, <G°j(X)|$>, 
<G0i(X)|♦> in t - F°(♦)), defined on o(H°). Then, elementsO •B in ♦' are "concretely expressed" by elements B in 4*.
For instance, suppose the spectrum of H° is simple and ab
solutely continuous. Then G°(A) » 4̂ , the ordinary Dirac 
delta function.

We are now in a position to outline the application of 
the methods of analytic continuation of eigenvectors developed 
in sec. 2 to the characterization of resonant states. Depend
ing on whether one is interested in the transition amplitude 
between two fully interacting states (as for example in the 
description of the decay of an unstable system) or in a scat
tering experiment, the two revelant formulas are obtained 
from (3.8) by choosing respectively ♦,*€ P* or p°*.
It is convenient to reexpress the integrals in terms of the 
Lebeague measure by changing the normalization of the eigen
vectors upon multiplying them by the square root of the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative /&*■. Thus, assuming the existence
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of a conjugation as in section 2, we have: 

(*,*} * /AdX I <$-|FC')i(X)><G(')i(X)|K,>

- J.dX £«>|F(")i(X)>Sij (X)<G( + )j(X)|*> , if ♦,* 6 P*
ij (3.13)

and

(3.14)
These two formulas, equivalent in Hilbert space notation, are 
quite different in the nuclear space approach, in that either 
the fully interacting states at finite time or the asymptotic 
free states at t • +® *Te required to be in *. In particular, 
when * is such as to allow for analyticity properties of the 
eigenvectors of H° and H, it is in general impossible to meet 
these two requirements simultaneously (compare remark i) above 
and the example of the Friedrichs model in the next section).
We now assume that: i) the free eigenvectors G*^(X) and F®*(A) 
are the restriction to A of families G®*(z) and F°*(z) analytic 
in a region Q with n A a subset of 1 with nonempty in
terior (fin n A)®; ii) the left incoming eigenvectors G^*(X)

(-1 iand the right outgoing eigenvectors Fv 3 (X) are boundary 
values respectively of families G^*(z) and F^*^i(z) analytic
in a domain Q. in the lower half plane, with o5fl A a subsetc 0of ft with nonempty interior (Gj o A) . Then the left outgoing 
eigenvectors G^'^(X) are boundary values of the family G^’̂ (z) » 
F^’̂ fz), analytic in ff,, and they are relited to the G^*(A) 
by equation (3.9)i). Now, in many cases the S matrix in the H 
representation, (X), is the boundary value from the upper 
half plane of an analytic function which can be continued across 
Oj n l into its second RiemaTvn sheet in the lower half ?!«.&«
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to an analytic function Sjj(z). Then, provided the convergence 
of the series (3.9)i) preserves analyticity, the family Ĝ  ^*(z) 
can be continued analytically across (f!j n A)0 to some domain 
ft2 included in 0^ to a family

GIIU  * ? 4 ] ( 0 G(+)j(z) • (3.15)

Its analyticity properties in this domain are controlled by 
those of s|j(z). Therefore, the singularities of sjj(z) in 
ftj in the second Riemann sheet appear as corresponding singu
larities of the continuation of the left outgoing eigenvectors 
of H. In particular, a resonance associated to a second sheet 
simple pole Zg * Eg - i(Tg/2) of the S matrix close to the 
real axis in the lower half plane, appears as a corresponding 
pole of the family G^*(z), for some value of the index i.
Now, it follows from proposition 2.4 that the first coefficient 

^(ig) of the Laurent expansion of G^J^(z) about zQ is a 
left eigenvector of the interacting Hamiltonian, with Zg a» 
eigenvalue. Therefore, provided there is a nuclear space ♦ 
which meets the required conditions for H and H®, to a resonance 
at zc - Ep - i(Tg/2) is associated a set of left "outgoing"

eigenvectors P^~^i(Zg) (and the corresponding right "outgoing"

eigenvectors F^'^(Zg)) of the interacting Hamiltonian, with the 
complex eigenvalue zQ » Ep - i(rp/2). Such objects have the 
same mathematical meaning of plane waves and of the stationary 
scattering states, namely that of distributions on a suitable 
dense subspace of the Hilbert space. From a physical point of 
view, one requires that such eigenvectors are approximable in 
some sense by means of vectors in H. And this is always true, 
because ♦ and H are dense in *' endowed with the weak topology 
(see also sec. 5).

Alternatively, starting from the relation

(X) - I F(‘)i(X)Sij(X) 
j

(3.16)
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we could continue the family F^+^(z) * 6^*(z), analytic 
in {Tj, across A into the lower half plane to give a 
second sheet continuation Fjj^(z) * I F^*^(z)sjj(z) of the

right incoming eigenvectors, whose analyticity properties 
are again determined by those of SjJ(z). In this way, we 
could equally well associate to the resonance at a set of 
right "incoming" eigenvectors C^+^(Zg) for some j (with cor
responding left "incoming" eigenvectors G^*^(Zg)), where 
C^j(Zg) is here the first coefficient of the Laurent expan
sion about Zg of F^^(z).

Because of (3.9)i) and (3.16), the relations among the 
"in" and "out" stationary states associated to a resonance 
are

D('Ji(x0) » I Res S j { ( z ) | z. z G C+)* ( z 0 ) (3.17) 
and  ̂ 0

C(+ ) j (Zg) » I FC-)1 C205Res Slitz)|z_zg. (3.18)

The association of a resonance at Zg with a set of eigen
vectors of H with Zg as eigenvalue is made especially clear 
when one considers survival amplitudes and scattering ampli
tudes. Recalling (2.17), the survival amplitude of a state
♦ 6 P* is given by

(0,exp(-iHt)$) » /AdAexp(-iA t) Z <i>J F ^ *  (X)><Ĝ "-** (X) ) $>
1 (3.19)

With the notations of section 2 ,  lev Ag C  tlj n A and let A^

be a curve in the lower half plane such that An u A, in a 
c roi u iscroc and Ag u A^C fij* with G^jy (z) assumed to be continuous

on Ag u  A j .  Set r » (A\Ag) u  Aj and assjme that Gjj(z) is 
analytic in Int(Ag U  Aj) except for a simple pole at Zg «
F.g - i(Tg/2), close to the real axis. For simplicity, we ex
clude any other kind of singularity and, in particular, second 
shoet cuts (complex thresholds), which could be easily included
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in the background. We can deform the integration contour in 
the lower half plane and obtain21 (see fig. 2)

(♦ ,exp(-iHt)$) - /pdz exp(-izt) E <$'|F̂ '̂ i(z)><G|j^i(z)

- :ni exp(-iE0t)expl-(r0/2)t] £ <?|F(’)i(z0)><D(')i(z0)U> .
(3.20)

If ♦ is a wave packet which is strongly peaked at the resonant 
energy Eg for those values of the index i for which D^*(Zq) f 0, 
the amplitude is dominated over a large range of time values 
by the exponential tern at the r.h.s. of (3.20), the background 

integral along r being mainly responsible for the devia
tions from the exponential decay law at short and long times 
compared to the mean life l/r0.1»21 And we see that the purely 
exponential contribution to the survival amplitude in the "com
pleteness expansion" (3.20) is precisely given by the "dis
crete" set of complex energy eigenvectors (D^'^Czq)} whereas 
the "continuum'' {G^*(z) r is responsible for the back
ground corrections. In this respect, another point of view is 
advocated by Prigogine and collaborators (see, e.g., ref. 2). 
Similarly, provided the convergence of the series T. S1* (X)G°^ (X)

j
preserves analyticity, the series itself can be analytically 
continued in the second Riemann sheet in some domain f.j in the 
lower half plane, included in (!q, and it provides therein a 
family Gjj(z) ■ I sjj(z)G®j(z) of left eigenvectors of HJ.

Then we obtain for the scattering amplitude a formula analogous 
to (3.20) by deformation in the lower half plane of the inte
gration contsur in (3.14) (of course, here the path r is not 
necessarily the same as before):
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(♦ff)ls* (i)>

- /rdz_£ <<T(f} |F0i(z)>sj{(z)<G°j (z) |*(i)>

- 27ti£<$-(f)|F0i(z0)>Res sj|(z)j2.z <G°J (Zy) | *(i) > ,
13 (3.21)

where we have confined ourselves once more to the case when 
Sj^(z) is analytic in the interior of r u A except for a 
simple pole at z • zQ. We remark that relations (3.11) and
(3.12) could be generalized in an obvious way by extending 
the definition of W| and of to complex values of X in the 
domain of analyticity of the eigenvectors, as well as at the 
resonance points.

The situation is slightly more involved in the case of a 
multiple resonance, when some of the coefficients Sj^(z) have 
at zQ * Efl - i(rQ/2) a pole of order N > 1. In this case, 
it is well known and a simple exercise to check that the domi
nant (pole) part of the decay amplitude of the resonant state 
is of the form exp(-iE(jt)expl-(r0/2)t]PN,j(t) , where is
an (N-i)**1 order polynomial. This can again be interpreted 
in our formalism as a "discrete" contribution in an expansion 
in terms of a "complex completeness" of the Hamiltonian, though 
in this case associated vectors play a role too (compare the 
discussion following formulas (2.18)-(2.20)). Explicitly, 
expand about Zq the right and left analytically continued 
eigenvectors:

F ^ ^ z )  - Z c(')i(zfl)(z-zfl)n , (3.22)
n-0 0 u

GjCj}i(z) - J ^ i ' n Cz0)(z-z0)n . (3.23)

Then, the formula for the survival amplitude which generalizes
(3.20) is the following:
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(♦ !exp(-iHt)$) - frdz exp(-izt) r <J‘|F(')i(2)><G|j)i(z) U
1

- 2iri exp(-xL t)exp[-(r0/2)t] t
w u r-0 r’

* i ^
(3.24)

and we nay describe the resonance by the two ^ets
{Da'H ( V }a - N ....-1 and <C6')i(z0)}S=0.... N-1 °f left
and right eigenvectors and associated vectors of H.

We now consider the resolvents of H° and H. With the 
respective choices of the families F0i(z), G0i(z) and 
F̂  ^  (z), G^ ^  (z), we see that formula (2.26) applies. This 
allows us to continue analytically R°(z)P° and R(z)P, as 
operators in l(*,*»), from the upper half plane respectively 
across (fl0n A)® and (flj n A)® into the lower half plane, 
seen as part of the second Riemann sheet, to the respective 
regions of analyticity of the corresponding eigenvectors. In 
the case when (nQ n A)°\os(H°) and (Qj O A)°\as(H) are non
empty, formula (2.27) holds for both resolvents, i.e., we 
have the continuations

and
rJi(z) - R°(z) + 2*i I lF0lU)><G0l(z) | (3.25)

i

Rn (z) - R(z) ♦ 2ui £ |F^')i(z)><G{j^i(z) |
X

- R(z) ♦ 2iri 5) |F^ ■) i (z)>Sij (Z)<G( + -J (z) I .
i»3 (3.26)

Therefore, the singularities of Rjj(z) are exactly the same 
as those of the continued S matrix (apart from the pathologi
cal situations in which poles of S1J(z) might be cancelled 
by zeros of the eigenvectors), whereas rJj(z) is Tegular at 
these singularities.

We can sum up the above by saying that the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors associated with the poles of the continuation
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into the second Riemann sheet of the analytic family of left 
outgoing eigenvectors can be interpreted as describing the 
location of resonances and the actual "stationary" resonant 
states.
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In this section we show that the theory set down in 
secs, 2 and 3 is not empty by applying it to the example of 
the Friedrichs model6 with suitable assumptions on the in
teracting Hamiltonian. In this model, the Hilbert space 
H is taken to be C so that a vector in M is a pair
h - (h°,h(X)), where h° G= C and h(X) e L2(0,») = tf. The 
free and interacting Hamiltonians are respectively

0 , M 0 \ ! M zT \
H ■ ( and H « j ,, wi-.h M > 0, e a real number

’o X-/ \ef x-/
and f some function so that

4. The Friedrichs Model

(4.1b)
Assumptions have to be made on the domains and on f in ordeT 
to make H® and H properly defined self-adjoint operators and 
we will presently make those which are most suitable for o u t  
purposes.

We consider L2(0,«>) as embe<M<*̂  into LZ(-“ ,«) 5 I2 by 
means of the projection P+ according to (P+h)(x) * „j(x)h(x), 
where x» is the characteristic function of the Borel set A of** 4the real axis. We consider the dense subspace 2 C L of func
tions which are the restriction to R of the entire functions
♦ (*) with the property that for each ♦ there is some positive 
number b and some sequence (Bn> of positive numbers such that 
(1 ♦ |i|)n|*(i)! < Bnexp(b|Imz|), Vn. This space can be 
endowed with a nuclear topology as follows (ref. 22, vols.
I, II). First, let Z(b) be the submanifold of the entire
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functions for which the previous inequality holds with a fixed 
b. Then, define on Z(b) the countable sequence of norms

I <t>| v * sup(l ♦ I z |)k I <t> Cz) I exp c-b I Imz |) . (4.2)
* zeC

In this way, Z(b) becomes a complete countably norraed nuclear 
space. If a > b, Z(a) DZ(b), and the topology induced by 
Z(a) on 2(b) coincides with that of Z(b). We have Z ■ U Z(a) 
and we endow Z with the strict inductive limit a>®
topology of the spaces Z(a). Then Z is a nuclear space.
The canonical embedding I of Z into L2, which associates each

2* in Z to the I class of functions which are a.e. equal to
$ on R is continuous. The operator I. • P.I is a one-to-one

2continuous linear map of Z onto a dense submanifold of L+.
Therefore, by the embedding I+, a rigged Hilbert space is
implemented: ZCL2CZ'. We choose as conjugation on L2 the
ordinary complex conjugation of functions. It acts on Z
according to 41(2) -*• f(z) = $(z) and is continuous w.r.t. the
topology of Z. Then L+ is continuously, densely and linearly
embedded into Z’ by the map I! defined by <I!h|$> * (E,I.♦) ■00 *)
Jq h(x)i)> (x)dx, h & J £ Z, Denote by L+ and by Z respec
tively the Hilbert direct sum C ®  L2 and the topological 
direct sum C ©  Z. Z is the nuclear space which is the strict 
inductive limit of the complete countably normed nuclear 
spaces Z(a) * C®Z(a), where the norms on Z(a) can be chosen 
for example as || (t°,4)|lk » C1 I 2 + lUlĵ )1^2, with |*|k given 
by (4.2). If P̂  is the projection on C ©  L2 with range 
and if I defined by I(4>0,4>) * C 4 > ^ ) is the canonical embed
ding of Z into C ©  L2, then P+I - T+ is a one-to-one linear 
continuous map of Z onto a dense submanifold of L2, thereby 
implementing a rigged Hilbert space Z C L2 C Z'. The elements
of Z' are pairs G - (gn,g), where g . £ £  and g e  1 ' . The

*2 0 *-0 conjugation on L* is naturally (h ,h) ■+ (iT\h). It leaves
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Z invariant and is continuous w.r.t. the topology of Z. The 
corresponding linear embedding of into 2'is given by 
<?i(h°,h) | - h0d>° ♦ /"h(A)<>(*)dA.

After these preliminaries, we require H and H to have 
both domain Z and the potential function f in (4.1) to belong 
to Z. Then, both H® and H leave Z invariant and act with con
tinuity upon Z (appendix A). The action of H' and of H on an 
element D ■ (dg,d) e Z' is respectively given by

H'(d0,d) - (Md„ ♦ e<d|f>,edor ♦ xd) (4.3)
and by

H(d0,d) - (Md0 ♦ e<d|F>,ed„f ♦ xd) . (4.4)
We have that H° and H, as operators in with domain Z, 
are essentially self-adjoint (appendix C). An immediate re
mark is that LZ is a direct integral decomposition associated 
to H®,® that is to say F® is the identity operator. Further
more, 2 is a possible choice for the nuclear space that imple
ments it via theorem 2.1. Indeed, the left eigenvectors of H° 
are G° - (1,0) and G°(A) - (0,8^), namely <G®|J> ■ and 
<C®(A)|J> » $(X) V$ €  2, so that proposition (2.5) trivially 
applies w.r.t. Lebesgue measure on [0.®). Since the <5 function 
is analytic on Z, the eigenvectors G®(A) relative to the a.c. 
spectrum are continuous boundary value* on (0,«>) of a family of 
eigenvectors G®(z) ■ (0,6Z) which is analytic everywhere.

In order to study the eigenvectors of H, we introduce 
the inverse of the partial resolvent®

,i ? » If Cx) | 2 (♦m,R(*)Jm) - a(z) » 2 - M - E /« ------  dx . (4.5)
Z - X

This function has a cut on [0,<») and is otherwise regular, it 
has zeros at most on the real axis, and under the conditions 
that f(0) » 0, f(M) + 0 and that the coupling constant c is 
small enough, neither a(A) for A < 0 nor o(A ♦ iO) for ) > 0 
vanish.3® We assume these conditions to be satisfied. Then
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Proposition 4.1. With the above assumptions on f, e, every 
complex number z is a left eigenvalue of H with associated 
left eigenvector in Z' which for z £ [0,“) is given by:

cc*> ■ V  <4-6>

and acts on an element } t;- I according to

<G(z)|*> - t ♦° ♦ e2 /o dx * ♦(z). (4.7)

For z = \ e [0,“), the boundary values G^(A) acting accord
ing to

<G^(A)|{> . c - m i - * 0 ♦ E2 ♦ $(x),
a(X * iO) a{\ i i0) v A i i0 - x

(4.8)
yield the corresponding left eigenvectors. There are no left 
eigenvectors in L2. The above eigenvectors are unique up to a 
complex factor possibly depending on z; in particular, the fol
lowing relation holds:

* sjknj- g (+)(a) • f«-*)

In order to prove that (4.7) and (4.8) yield left eigenvectors 
of H, one might proceed as follows. It is easy to check that 
Friedrichs formulas® for the spectral decompositions F ^  w.r.t. 
H are expressed by operations w*uch, for fixed A ^ 0, are con
tinuous linear functionals upon Z which agree with (4.8):

[F^(i)](X) * <G(±)(A)|i>, * e Z . (4.10)

N’ext, one checks that such .functionals are indeed analytically

we have the following.
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continuable to the whole complex plane, so that proposition 
2.2 can be applied. However, in order to prove uniqueness, 
we need to solve the eigenvalue equation explicitly, and we do 
so in appendix B.

Corollary. When the above conditions on f and e are satisfied, 
to every complex number z there is associated a right eigen
vector which, for z &  {0,“), acts on the elements of Z accord
ing to

££§} r, *. * . ( . ) .
(4.11)

For z = A £ (0,®), the boundary values F^(X) acting accord
ing to

<*|F(°(X)> - z *° ♦ e2 /” i M i U 1 dx ♦ ♦(*)
a(J + iO) a(X ♦ iO) X ♦ iO - x

(4.12)
are the corresponding eigenvectors. There are no right eigen
vectors in L2. The above eigenvectors are unique up to a com
plex factor possibly depending on z; in particular,

F<-}(x) - F(+}(X) (4.13)
holds. To prove the corollary, recall that F(z) • C(z).

Remarks. i) The families of eigenvectors G(z) and F(z) are 
analytic in the plane with a cut on [0,»). Their boundary 
values on the cut, G^'^(X) and F^'^(X), X » 0, are continuous,
ii) In particular, G^*^(X) and F̂  ^(X), X 0, are boundary 
values from below respectively of the families G(z) and F(z), 
analytic in the lower half plane. On the other hand, in this 
model, (̂X) and F^*^(X) are boundary values from above re
spectively of the same families G(z) and F(z), so that we can
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drop the superscripts (♦) whenever we are not dealing with 
the boundary values, iii) The families of eigenvectors F^(X) 
and G^(X) do satisfy a), b) and c) of proposition 2.5. This 
need not be shown directly; it is enough to recall (4.10), 
which trivially implies that Z, G^(X) and F^(X) implement 
theorem 2.1 w.r.t. H and F ^ .  In particular, the spectrum of 
H is [0,°>) simple and the spectral measure is equivalent to the 
restriction of the Lebesgue measure to [0,<»). As a matter of 
fact, the eigenvectors (4.8) and (4.12) are so normalized that 
the associated measure in (2.16) is Lebesgue. iv) The super
script (+) in (4.8) and (4.12) does not agree with the limiting 
procedures. Instead, it is apparent from (4.10) and ref. 6 
that the G^(A), F^(X) and the G^'^(X), F^'^(X) are respec
tively the "in" and "out" states of the formal theory of scat
tering. v) The projections P° and P on the a.c. subspaces of 

and H respectively are trivially given by P®h ■ (0,h) and 
P « 1. It follows that Z is invariant w.r.t. both projections 
and their action is continuous w.r.t. the nuclear topology of
7

The families G(z) and F(z) can be analytically continued 
across the cut [0,®) and by proposition 2.2 the continuations 
preserve their character of being eigenvectors of H. We shall 
be interested in the continuation of the family G(z) from the 
first quadrant across the cut into the fourth quadrant of the 
complex plane, seen as part of the second Riemann sheet.
The continuation of a(z) is

7 » I f CX) | 2 , 
ci j j (z) « z - M - £ /0 ------  dx + 2irie f(z)f(z)

■ a(z) ♦ 2irie2?(z)f(z) (4.14)

and for all J in Z, the continuation of /g dx is

E | j J i M dx . 2wiT(z)*u).
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Therefore, the continuation Gjj(z) of G(z) is

Jifiy ♦ ; f } &  . «

■ • (4 , l s )

The last equality, which could have been inferred from (4.9), 
is not surprising, because of the uniqueness of the left eigen
vectors up to a z-dependent factor.

0Remarks, i) a(A-i0)/a(A+i0) * S(A) is the S matrix in the H 
representation.6 With the assumptions made for f and c, it 
can be continued across the cut to the function Sjj(z) = 
o(z)/ajj(z), which is meromorphic in the cut plane seen as the 
second Riemann sheet (see below), ii) It is not a surprising 
fact that in Z', together with the "in" eigenvectors G^(X), 
F^(A), there must appear the "out" ones G^'^(X), because of 
the preceding remark and of proposition 3.1. iii) In this 
example, it is easily seen that it is not true that the nu
clear space, 2, is invariant w.r.t. the actions of W+, W_ and S.

Whereas G(z) is regular everywhere in the cut plane,
Gjj(z) is not, in general. Indeed, a(z) has no zeros whereas 
<>jj(z), while being regular in the cut plane, may vanish. 
Therefore, it follows from (4.15) that the only possible singu
larities of the family G j j (z ) are poles which are in one-to- 
one correspondence with the zeros of the ajj(z). With the 
assumptions made for f and e, in any strip of the second Ricann 
sheet with |Im z| < c, c fixed but otherwise arbitrary, there 
is at most a finite number of zeros of djj(z). This follows 
easily from the continuity of o(z) and cijj(z) at z » 0, and the 
fact that <Xjj(0) - a(0). Since f is an entire function, the 
existence of a unique zero of Ojj(z) in any given half-disc,
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(z|lm z < 0,|z - M| < 4), provided e2 is small enough, is en
sured by Theorem 2.1 of ref. 12b, and the position of the zero 
is an analytic function of z •

We can now conclude that with the assumptions made on f 
and e, the rigged Hilbert space Z C L2 C Z' satisfies the 
assumptions made in sec. 3 w.r.t. to H®, P and H, P, so that 
the conclusions drawn there hold true in this model. In par
ticular, a resonance at zQ ■ Hq - i(r Q/2), rg > 0, i.e., a 
pole of SH (z), is associated to left and right eigenvectors, 
and possibly to associated vectors, of H, with zfl as eigen
value. These vectors are given by the Laurent expansion of 
Gjj(z) about zQ. As stated above, if e is small enough, 
there is a simple pole close to M, and there appear no asso
ciated vectors. The left resonant eigenvector is

D(z0) ‘ da.jTzVazI™ G(Z0} • (4,16)ii 'z“zo
whereas the corresponding right eigenvector is simply F(/g).
In particular, the survival amplitude under the perturbed 
evolution law of the state G0 » (1,0), stable under the un
perturbed evolution, can be written as follows (compare (3.20)):

<G°|e"iHtG°> - frdz exp(-izt)<G0[F(z)><Gjj(z)|G°>

- 2iri exp(-iEgt)exp [-(Tq/2) t]<G° | F(Zq)><D(Zq) | G®>

-  f 2 / r d z  w p ( - H t ) , [ g | j ; | j

-2iri exp(-iEQt)exp[- (r„/2)t]c a(z0)don (z)/dz|z.2o

e2Jrdz exP(-izt)Jffi*j.fa

exp(-iEnt)exp[-(rn/2)t]------ ±— ----- , (4.17)
° ° dan (z)/dz|2.Zo
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where r is a path in the lower half plane running below the 
location of the pole, as in (3.20} (see fig. 2). As is well 
known, the exponential term at the r.h.s. of (4.17) dominates 
the amplitude except at short and long times compared to the 
aean life 1/Tq , at which times the contribution of the back
ground integral along r becomes important and is responsible 
for the deviations from the exponential decay law. Formula 
(4.17) was derived in ref. 21, but the intrepretation there in 
terms of eigenvector expansion was formal.

The resolvents of H and H®, as operators in L(Z,Z') 
can be analytically continued across the cut to yield mero- 
morphic functions in the second Riemann sheet (which here too 
is the cut plane), as indicated in secs. 2 and 3. The con
tinuation of R°(z), R?T(z) ♦ 2iri| F°(z)><G°(z) | , has a pole at A oz • M only, because FO(z) and G (z) are regular everywhere 
in the present model (of course, rJj(z)P° has no poles). On 
the other hand, the continuation of R(z), Rjj(z) - R(z) ♦ 
2iri|F(z)»<Gjj(z) | has poles precisely where G„(z), i.e.
Sjj(z), has•

Therefore, in the Friedrichs model we have been able to 
associate to each other: 1) poles of the analytic continua
tion of the S matrix; 2) poles of an analytic family of eigen
vectors of the total Hamiltonian H; 3) eigenvectors of H with 
complex eigenvalues equal to the locations of the poles; 4) 
poles of a suitable continuation of the resolvent of H, at 
points where the analogously continued resolvent of the free 
Hamiltonian is regular. What is more important is the fact 
that expansions .̂n terms of eigenvectors with complex eigen
values are valid, so that such poles and corresponding eigen
vectors in the fourth quadrant are associated in an intuitive 
way to purely exponentially decaying contributions to the sur
vival amplitudes of unstable states. In this way, the formal 
treatment given in ref. 21 is now completely justified in 
terms of rigged Hilbert spaces.
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We summarize here what has been done in the previous 
sections and point out the relevant features of our treatment.

It is well known from the work of Maurin, Gel'fand and 
collaborators that given a self-adjoint operator A in a Hil
bert space H, there exists a (now unique) rigged Hilbert space
* C  H c *' such that the dual A' of A in ♦' has a complete 
set of eigenvectors with at least the points of the spectrum 
of A as eigenvalues. In general the eigenvalue equation for 
A' in #' has also solutions outside the spectrum. This fea
ture has often been considered to be a nuisance (from a mathe
matical point of view) and conditions have been given in order 
that the eigenvalue equation in 4' has solutions corresponding 
to the points in the spectrum only.^ However, there are 
cases when it is desirable to have eigenvalues outside the 
spectrum. A first example of this fact was met by physicists 
in connection with the reduction of self-adjoint representa
tions of a non-compact Lie algebra with respect to a non
compact Abelian subalgebra. As shown for example by Mukunda 

37and collaborators, this problem can be solved strictly 
within the framework of Hilbert spaces; essentially, the solu
tion amounts to the fact that the direct integral decomposi
tion of the carrier space of the representation with respect 
to the non-compact generators is such that vectors belonging 
to the common domain of all the relevant operators are repre
sented by functions which are analytically continuable. Of 
course, in a Hilbert space setting eigenvectors are envisaged 
in a formal sense only. In order to solve the problem, while 
at the same time giving a rigorous meaning to eigenvectors, 
one has to use rigged Hilbert space techniques. This was 
first done explicitly by Iverson38 and later independently 
by Lindblad and Nagel.33

Also, for the description of resonances it is desirable

S. Concluding Remarks
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to have solutions of the eigenvalue equation outside the 9 13spectrum. ’ In our approach, which steins from earlier work 
of some of us about analytic continuation in the Lee-Friedrichs 
model,21 we consider rigged Hilbert spaces ♦ C  H c  *1 such 
that both the unperturbed Hamiltonian Hq and the perturbed 
one H have eigenvalues in regions of the complex plane. Here 
we wish to point out that the eigenvectors with eigenvalues 
outside the spectrum of the Hamiltonian have the same physical 
concreteness as stationary scattering states or plane waves. 
Indeed, if G(Zq) is such an eigenvector in *' with zQ as eigen
value, it can be approximated, in a weak sense, by vectors in 
*, i.e., physical wave packets, and the eigenvalue equation can be 
approximated .-inalogously. To wit, V e » 0 and V d>6i, a fef such 
that |<G(Zq)|$> - <iH<fr>| < e and | z0<iji | ♦> - t A<J>> | < e. The 
families of eigenvectors that we deal with are also required 
to be analytic with respect to the eigenvalue, considered as 
a parameter, in some regions of the complex plane. Once we 
assume that resonances are given by poles of the S matrix 
continued into the unphysical sheet, if we are able to connect 
the analytic structure of the eigenvector family of the per
turbed Hamiltonian to that of the S matrix, reasonances appear 
as poles of the eigenvector family. The interesting fact is 
that the coefficient of the most singular term in the Laurent 
expansion of the eigenvector family about the pole Zq is also 
an eigenvector with zQ as eigenvalue. In this way, resonances 
appear as eigenvectors of H with complex eigenvalues. The 
family of eigenvectors of H whose analytic structure is linked 
to that of the S matrix turns out to be the one associated to 
the "out state" representation of the Hilbert space. In this 
framework, a rigorous ground is given to the interpretation of 
the analytic continuation techniques of ref. 21 in terms of 
expansions over eigenvectors with complex eigenvalues of the 
Hamiltonian. As we have eigenvector families which are analytic 
>n some region, we can apply Cauchy techniques to scalar products
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between elements in ♦. Such scalar products can be expanded 
in terms of complete systems of eigenvectors with complex 
eigenvalues of either HQ or H. There appears an integral along 
a contour in the complex plane, plus discrete contributions 
due to the poles of the eigenvector family. The expansion 
of the survival amplitude of a state in # in terms of eigen
vectors with complex eigenvalues breaks down into a sum of 
terms with exponential (or polynomial times exponential) be
haviour in time in correspondence to the singularities of the 
eigenvector family, plus a background integral, a fact which 
stresses again the connection between unstable states and 
resonances. We have seen also how the resolvents of Hq and
H, reduced to can be continued across the absolutely con
tinuous spectrum (provided the singular spectrum has good 
behaviour) into the unphysical sheet. The continuation of 
the resolvent of H has the same singularities as the continua
tion of the S matrix; in contrast, the continuation of the 
resolvent of Hq is regular at these points.

There is a criticism that could be made about the fact 
that we use a perturbed and an unperturbed Hamiltonian: namely, 
that since nature ignores the unperturbed Hamiltonian, reso
nances should be entirely characterize-! in terms of the total 
Hamiltonian alone. However, we maintain that this cannot be 
the case: in addition to the total Hamiltonian, one needs some 
further input from physics. This reflects itself upon the 
mentioned arbitrariness in the choice of ♦ and on the fact that 
the analytic structure of the eigenvector family depends 
critically upon such choice. This feature can be easily shown 
again in the example of the Friedrichs model. Let us consider 
a Hamiltonian H whose absolutely continuous spectrum is [0,®) 
and Lebesgue; it can be assumed to be simple. Then, the re- 
struction of H to the subspace of absolute continuity is given 
by the operator of multiplication by x in L (0,»). Let us 
consider the operator HQ given by:
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(Hoh>(x) ‘ Me* ST^riuy r9 I P 1®  **

♦ Ah(X) - e2Xf(X)j; 5rx! g ^ ia 0-x7 «>*

+ *2 a(x̂xigT n
x (xh(x) - t h f(xj/; dxMdx ,

(5.1)
where e, M, f are arbitrary provided they satisfy the condi
tions of sec. 4. Hq and H are then immediately recognized 
to be the Friedrichs unperturbed and perturbed Hamiltonians, 
respectively, in the "out state" representation. By means 
of a unitaTy transformation, they can be given the form (4.1a) 
and (4.1b) respectively. In this representation, one can 
repeat all the steps of sec. 4 to obtain poles of the con
tinued resolvent of H, exponential time behaviour, etc., 
at the zeros of the function cijj(z). However, this function 
depends on the parameters e, M and on the function f, which 
can be arranged in such a way as to have a zero of a^^(z)
•t any arbitrarily given point of the fourth quadrant.40 
Therefore, given H, one can choose * which will depend on the 
paraaeters e, M and on the function f, in such a way that 
the resolvent, as an operator in l(*,*'), can be continued 
across the spectrum into the unphysical sheet with a pole at 
any given point of the fourth quadrant; lo such a pole are 
associated all the mathematical features of an unstable state 
or a resonance and, of course, if the imaginary part of the 
pole is not too large, the physical features too. However, 
resonances are not seen with any energy and life-time. This 
tuggests that, for a given Hamiltonian system, not all the 
states in the corresponding Hilbert space are realizable in 
principle, but that there is a mechanism that selects the
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physical states; and this mechanism does not depend on the 
Hamiltonian alone. Such a mechanism could possibly be the 
following: the "natural" states for the system are those in 
the domain of the Hamiltonian; on the other hand, the observer 
has in the same Hilbert space a "natural" set of states of 
his own, depending on the structure of the preparing and 
measuring devices, and at least in many instances, these can 
probably be described as states in the domain of a fictitious, 
unperturbed, Hamiltonian Hq . The observable states should 
then belong at most to the intersection of such two sets, 
the system's natural set and the observer's natural set of 
states, which perhaps could explain why resonances are not 
found everywhere in the complex energy plane. These con
siderations reflect themselves upon the arbitrariness of the 
choice of * in the rigged Hilbert space, and on the dependence 
of the analytic structure of the eigenvector families upon 
such choice. In this paper, to overcome such arbitrariness, 
we have considered the fictitious Hamiltonian as given, and 
adhered to the point of view that resonances are associated 
with poles of the S matrix, being well aware that this is not 
always the case.5
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Appendix A
Ne show that: a) Z is invariant w.r.t. the actions of 

H® and H; b) both H® and H act upon Z with continuity.
First of all remark that, as f €  Z, there is some positive num

ber a and a sequence (C^), Ck > 0, such that (1 + |z|)k|f(z)| £ 
C^expCalln z|). a) Given any vector ♦ « (♦°,<l>) in Z, there 
is a positive b such that e Z(b). Then, there is a sequence 
*Bk*’*k > such that (1 ♦ |z|)k|if(z)| < B^expfbllm z|).
Therefore, (1 + |z|)k |e$°f(z) ♦ z*(z)| < (1 ♦ |z|)k|e*0||f(z)| ♦
(1 ♦ |z|)k+1|*(z)| < |e*°|CkexpCa|lm z|) + Bk+1exp(b|Im z|), 
so that H$ e  Z(max[a,b]). Setting e ■ 0 gives H°J e  Z(o). 
b) In order that a linear operator A:Z ♦ Z be continuous it is 
necessary and sufficient^® that i) A transforms any 2(b) into 
some Z(c) and ii) that the action AtZ(b):Z(b) * Z(c) be con
tinuous. In a) it is shown that H transforms any Z(b) into 
2(max[a,b]), so that it satisfies property i). If a > b, we 
have Z(a) D Z(b) and the topology induced by Z(a) on 2(b) coin
cides with the topology of Z(b). Therefore, it is enough to 
prove that H satisfies property ii) for b >_ a. In this case,
Z(b) is invariant under H and if ♦ e Z(b), we have

IInilv - |M4>° + eJor(x)4>(x)dx|2 ♦ sup(l+|z|)2k* u z«C
* exp(-2b|Im z|)|e$°f(z) ♦ z$(z)|2

i C|M<t.°| ♦ ej” U(x) | Cl*|x| )k*1dx)2
0 (l*|x|)k+1

+ sup(l+|z|)2kexp(-2b|Im z|)|-- f— r
zcC ■ (1*1*1)*

x exp(b| Im z| )ef (z) (1+| z| )kexp(-b| In z|) ♦ — ♦ (*) (1+1 z| )|2
i*ui ^

< [|M«°| + (sup|*(z)|(l*|z|)k*1exp(-b|lm z|))e/o---dx]2
zeC 0 (l+|x|)k+1

SO

+ sup(l+|z|)2kexp(-2b|Im z |) (e*- | t(z) I 2(1* I zI)2k
zec i*i2 I*°I2 , ,x exp(-2b|Im z|) ♦ ---- ?) ( -----;— re exp(2b|Im 2 1)

1 *1*1 ci*i*i)
♦ ci*i*i)2i*(*)i2)

1 [1tZ * (e/° (i*i7TPT dx)2,I,*°|2
♦ sup(l+| z| )2 (k+l) exp( - 2b | Im z|)|#(z)|2]
Z"° h i 2

♦ sup[e2|f (z) |2(1+|z|)2kexp(-2b| Im z|) ♦ — — t 1 
z«C 1*1*1

x [ | <t>°I 2 ♦ sup(l*|z|)2(k+1,exp(-2b|Im z|)|<.(z)|2] 
z*C

* V l ^ ^ k + l  »
where

A. « M2 + efg ------ rr dx + sup[c2|f(z)|2(l+|z|)2(k ^
(1+|x|)k Z£C

I *1 2x exp(-2b|Im z|) ♦ ------ *-] .
(1*1 *1 )Z

Setting e ■ 0 gives that H° also satisfies property ii).
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Appendix B
By (4.3), the left eigenvalue equation for H, H'G(C) » 

£G(S), GU) - (g05>g^), writes explicitly

Mg0? ♦ e<g?|f> - tg05 (B.la)

eg0?f ♦ *ge * Cgg (B.lb)

A particular solution of (B.16) is

«! * e«oe Pf t  - {B-2)

where, if 5 = X e [0,«), we must interpret (B.2) as signifying 
one or the other of the two boundary values lim gP*. . The

nIO *'•associated homogeneous equation n

(C-x)gJ - 0 (B.3)

is the Fourier transform of the equation (t-id/dx)g^ ■ 0, 
where ĝ  is in V', the dual of the space P of C°° functions 
with compact support. Since for every f, €  C the latter equa
tion has as only solution exp(i£x) up to an arbitrary multi
plicative factor (ref. 22, vol. I), the general solution of 
(B.3) is of the form

g\ - a(C)6c , VC e c ,

where a(C) is an arbitrary ^-dependent factor. Therefore, 
the general solution of (B.16) is

*5 ■ •(«*€ * «oc <B'4>

Substituting (B.4) into (B.la) gives
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Since a(£) does not vanish under our assumptions on f’ and c, 
we can solve (B,5) for g ^  and substituting into (B.4) gives

G(e) - a(C) (e , e2 £{fj • ♦ «£) , V? €  C , (B.6)

thus proving proposition 4.1 (in (4.6) we have set a(£) ■ 1). 
Alternatively, using (4.4), one finds that the solution to the 
right eigenvalue equation for H, HF(£) » £F(S)» is given by

Ftt) - b(S)(e e2 “£§} * * «?) » V? e C , (B.7)

where b(t) is an arbitrary ^-dependent factor.

«(€)g0£ ■ a(£)cf{£) (B.5)
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Appendix C
In order to prove that Z is a domain of essential self

adjointness for H, it suffices to show that the equations 
(H* ♦ i)h « 0 have no solutions besides h = 0 in D(H»). But 
this is an immediate consequence of the fact that HIjh * 
I|H*h for all h e D(H*) (see sec. 2) and that none of the
solutions (B.7) of the eigenvalue equation HF(£) » £F(£) is* 2 ~2 in L+. Indeed, the delta function is not in L+ for any
5 6 C, whereas the other term in (B.7) is in L̂ . Similarly,
one finds that Z is also a domain of essential self-adjoint-
ness for H°.
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